
12. he reconstruction of vessel no. 174

P A T

A small group of sherds from several contexts in the
vicinity of Kilns 6 and 7 stand out from the rest of
the material due to their unusual form and construc-
tional details. he material is irst described, a pos-
sible reconstruction presented and the wider back-
ground of the form is then considered.1

12.1. he sherds from Highgate

he sherds (Fig. 176) can be considered in three
groups:

A) Wall sherds, inclining slightly from the verti-
cal, and inished with a slightly thickened bead,
marked by a groove on the outer face and a
slight chamfer on the inner edge of the rim.
he largest sherd is 5.7cm in height. he lower
part of the outer face, near the broken edge of
the sherds, is marked by a series of slashmarks,
at an angle of c. 45°. he spacing of the slashes,
their depth, and their extent varies from one
sherd to another. here are 12 sherds in total,
36% of the total circumference of the vessel, in-
cluding joining groups of two and three with a
diameter at the rim of c. 44cm.

B) Five later ‘base’ sherds, including two pairs of
joining sherds he largest sherd shows clearly
that the ‘base’ diverges from the horizontal by
c. 5°. he angle between the ‘wall’ and ‘base’ is
marked by a series of slashes, matching those
on the sherds described above.

C) hree sherds from a lange, two joining, with
a width of 4cm and a diameter at the outer
edge of c. 49cm, representing 12.5% of the
total circumference. On the inner face there
are traces of slashes similar in character and

1his text is a shortened and updated version of the French
text published in Tyers (2016a), where further discussion
and references will be found.

angle to those on the wall and base sherds and
faint traces of slight ridges at the same angle.

he sherds are not in prime condition. hey vary
somewhat in both colour, texture and inish, and of-
ten have worn or rounded edges. he fabric seems to
be the standard HWB grog-tempered ware, though
some sherds have a rather smooth, slightly ‘soapy’
texture and a red- or orange-brown colour, while oth-
ers are grey or grey-brown, harder ired with a more
hackly fracture, and have lost their original surfaces.
In one pair of sherds, which join, one has a smoother
red-brown inish and the other is harder ired and
grey (Fig. 176, B).

hese variations in iring and surface condition may
suggest that the vessel broke apart in the kiln, and
diferent sherds were then subjected to variations in
atmosphere during the later stages of the iring. Al-
ternatively the vessel was broken ater iring, and the
sherds were then subjected to diferent depositional
histories, some perhaps being subsequently exposed
to heat, or re-ired.

he condition of the sherds inevitably leads to some
uncertainty in the reconstruction and this must be
borne in mind in the discussion that follows. here
are no clear joins between the three groups — wall,
base and lange sherds — though there are joins be-
tween sherds within each group.

he majority of the sherds are from the west end of
Ditch 2, in the vicinity of Kiln 7 (Phase 2-2-i: T85F1,
with a joining ‘base’ sherd from T84F4L2, Fig. 176, B).
More unexpected is a single wall sherd from T70F1
(Fig. 176, A), which is from the area of Kiln 6 (Phase
2-2-v), in Ditch 3, and thus some 15m to the east of,
and slightly uphill from, the T85 group. he sherd
from T70F1 does not seem to join those from T85,
but as only one third of the vessel circumference re-
mains this is perhaps to be expected. he sherd has
an almost identical section and diameter, and shows
traces of the slashes at the base of the wall that are
seen on the T85 & T84 sherds. If it is not from the
same vessel, it must be from another which is almost
identical, the remainder of which was not recovered
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Fig. 176. Sherds and proposed reconstruction of Highgate vessel no.174 [1:3]

during the excavation.

Reconstruction

he vessel seems to have started as a shallow,
straight-walled dish with a beaded rim, a lat base
and a diameter of c. 44cm (Fig. 177, A). At the
leather-hard stage the base was pushed out of the
horizontal plane to form a rounded or slightly domed
proile, and the slashes added at the base of the wall
to facilitate the atachment of the lange (Fig. 177, B).

he lange was formed separately, and around some
(at least) of its circumference the inner face was
marked with slashes to facilitate its atachment to
the similarly prepared zone on the wall of the vessel.
When the two parts were pressed and smoothed
together the still-damp clay on the inner face of
the lange was forced into the slashes on the body,
resulting in the slight ridges now visible on the
sherds (Fig. 177, C).

Fig. 177. Suggested manufacturing sequence for
Highgate vessel no. 174

his would have been a complicated vessel to con-
struct. Not only is it one of the largest recovered
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from Highgate, with a diameter of over 40cm, but
the separate manufacture and then atachment of the
lange would have produced a further set of problems
during drying and iring. he fact that the three ex-
tant lange sherds have become detached where they
joined the body – the weakest point in the vessel –
does not suggest that this was entirely successful, at
least not in this instance.

As reconstructed, the vessel does not match any
of the usual forms in the Romano-British ceramic
repertoire. It may have been an unusually large
shallow dish provided with a rather inconveniently
placed lange, but the alternative proposed here is
that this can be interpreted as a baking cover or
clibanus.

12.2. he clibanus

Roman writers describe a regular method of baking
bread and other dishes sub testu, in which a ire was
set on a lat surface, scraped aside and then the items
to be cooked were placed under a dome-shaped pot-
tery cover on this heated surface. he charcoal and
ashes were then heaped over and around the cover to
provide heat from above as well as below. A special-
ized vessel called a testum or clibanus was sometimes
employed, although it was not described in any de-
tails in the texts. Various identiications of the form
have been advanced by archaeologists in the past.

Some of these diiculties and uncertainties were ad-
dressed in a paper by Cubberley, Lloyd and Roberts
(1988). hey review the literary references to this
style of cooking and suggest that the term clibanus is
part of a wave of Hellenized terminology imported
into the Roman world in the 3rd-2nd century BC.
Cubberley et al proceed to identify vessels in the
archaeological record, principally from Italy, that
can be interpreted as clibani or testa, dating from
the late Republican period through to the end of
the Roman period. A similar form is also recorded
from Medieval contexts, and indeed is still in use in
traditional kitchens in Italy, and elsewhere.

Given the broad chronological range of the material
a certain diversity of typology is to be expected,
but in general the vessels identiied as clibani have
a carinated proile, with a projecting lange at the
carination, the purpose of which was to support the

hot ashes piled on top of the vessel. Some examples
have holes pierced through the wall, or a central
vent at the top of the vessel. In diameter they range
from over 50cm down to c. 25cm, with the larger
sizes a particular feature of the Late Republican and
early Imperial specimens. Cubberley et al identify
potential clibani from throughout Italy (1988, 109–
114), many as re-identiications of vessels in earlier
publications that had been originally illustrated the
other way up or at uncertain angles. Some of the
suggested examples are rather fragmentary and only
the distinctive lange and the adjacent part of the
body survives.

he early Imperial clibanus in Italy and the
western provinces

Olcese’s discussion of the typological development
of the form in Central Italy suggests that the late
Republican examples are rather carinated in form,
with a lat proile (Olcese, 2003, 40–2, 88–9, type
2). A later 1st century AD example from Pompeii
has a more rounded, domed proile (Di Giovanni,
1996, p. 98, Fig.26, Forma 2431a: here Fig. 179 no.2).
his vessel is 26cm in diameter, with a broad lange,
terminated by a distinct beaded lip; the fabric is
described as rich in biotite and quartz.

he occasional export into the western provinces
of this Italian type of clibanus is suggested by a
scater of examples from sites in Spain (Calahorra,
La Rioja: Pascual (2002), 178, Fig.67; Pascual (2001),
94, Fig.2, 1) and France (Lyon: Batigne-Vallet (2015),
228, Fig. 1, 6–7; Angers: Morteau (2017), 642, Fig.127,
1–2; Reims: Deru & Paicheler (2003); Deru (2014),
106, Fig.49, 41). he fabrics of these vessels are
generally described as micaceous, rich in biotite and
volcanic inclusions, and they are usually ascribed to
an Italian source — which is supported by the more
detailed petrological analyses of the specimens from
Calahorra and Reims. Where dated these vessels are
of the mid-1st to early 2nd century AD, with the
Reims example somewhat later, perhaps mid-2nd.
century.

A further sidelight on the domed clibanus lid is its
occasional association with a shallow langed dish of
similar dimensions. Such as pair has been published
from Ambrussum (Fig. 179, 4–5), in southern France
(Barberan in Fiches, 2009, p. 62; see also Raynaud,
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2010, p. 297, Fig.9) , and a very similar group from
Herculaneum was exhibited in a temporary exhibi-
tion at the British Museum in 2013.2 Riterling’s
types 96A and B from the fort at Hoheim can prob-
ably be linked with this phenomenon (Riterling,
1913, p. 326 and Taf. XXXV, 96 A [dish] and B [lid]).
Together, such combinations form a small enclosed
‘oven’.

his form of langed dish is discussed by Olcese as
tegame type 9 (2003, p. 88, Taf.XVI, 6-7), listing ex-
amples of the late-1st to mid-2nd century AD from
Ostia and Rome. As with the clibanus lid, there is
evidence of the occasional export from Italy of these
langed dishes. In addition to the Ambrussum exam-
ple cited above there are several vessels from Fos-
sur-Mer in southern France (Marty, 2004, p. 109, Fig.
11, 73-74: here Fig. 179, no.5) and single specimens
from Lyon (Batigne-Vallet et al 2014, Fig.16, 17) and
Angers (Morteau, 2017, Fig.27, 3), and doubtless oth-
ers remain to be identiied in the published literature
(Tyers, 2016a, 727–8).

Summary

So, to summarise, the form of clibanus circulating
in the second half of the 1st century AD is repre-
sented by vessels with a domed proile, while ear-
lier forms may have a more carinated shape. he
combination of the clibanus lid and the langed dish
should be considered together. he export of these
specialised pieces of Roman culinary equipment from
Italian factories into the western provinces continues
into the 2nd century AD.

Puting the Italian imports to one side for the mo-
ment, there remains the question of the production
of the clibanus/dish combination in poteries outside
Italy. A small kiln operating some 900m north-east
of the legionary fortress at Mainz reported by Heis-
ing included versions of both the langed dish and lid
amongst its products (kiln FS 25: Heising, 2007, p. 53,
types 361 [dish] and 362 [lid]: here Fig. 179, nos 7–
8). his kiln is assigned by Heising to his phase 3,
dated AD 40-70. his period is marked by an inlux
of Mediterranean inluenced potery forms and kiln
types to supply the local legionary market (Heising,
2007, 232–4), and the production of versions of this

2Illustrated in Roberts (2013), 253, Fig.305. See also Tyers
(2016a), 724–7 for further discussion of these vessels.

rather unusual piece of — essentially Italian — culi-
nary equipmentwould certainly itwell in such a con-
text.

12.3. he clibanus in Roman Britain

he occurence of the clibanus in Roman Britain has
been discussed by Darling (2012). Following the pub-
lication of Cubberley et al the label has been atached
to several unusual vessels from Britain (e.g. Williams
& Evans, 1991). Darling’s interpretation is that
many of these are a form of enclosed ‘barrel-shaped’
oven with an integral base. As such they should
be considered as a separate type, distinct from the
langed clibanus as per Cubberley et al. However,
Darling identiies a few, rather fragmentary and
ambiguous vessels which may have functioned as
cooking covers, such as a sherd with a handle from
Longthorpe which resembles covers from Italy and
elsewhere (Darling, 2012, 252–3, Fig.33.1, 2). Clearly
more analysis is needed, probably requiring the
re-examination of the unassigned miscellanea from
some earlier published sites.

Italian imports in Britain

While the langed clibanus style of langed lid does
not seem to have been yet identiied in Britain, its
companion, the langed dish, is represented by two
examples:

1. Gloucester, St Oswald’s Priory: a rim and
wall fragment with part of the lange, and
thinner sherds from the base, in a red-brown
micaceous fabric. his has been recently
re-examined, and can now be identiied as
an example of this type (Heighway & Parker,
1982, Fig.8, no.17; Tyers, forthcoming, Fig.1,
no.1). his vessel was recovered from a late
1st century AD context.

2. London, Eastcheap: a large langed dish (here,
Fig. 179, 6) from the site of 41 Eastcheap in
the City of London, from a context dated
AD 60/61-85 which can be associated with
a post-Boudiccan military camp (Pit, 2014,
p. 158, Fig.6 <P5>). he fabric is micaceous,
and the form closely matches the dishes from
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Italy and France.3

A thin-section of the Gloucester dish has been
re-examined and the petrology proves to be very
similar to that of the clibanus lid reported by Pascual
from Calahorra in Spain (Pascual, 2002, 238–9 and
261, Photo. 25; Capelli in Tyers, forthcoming). Italy,
and more speciically Campania, is suggested as
the probable source. his certainly strengthens the
case that a small number of workshops may be
responsible for this whole series of rather specialised
cooking vessels, though more petrological analyses
of examples from elsewhere would be needed to
pursue this point.

12.4. he Highgate clibanus

his, then, is the context for the interpretation of the
Highgate sherds as a clibanus. his suggestion is not
without its problems. Even allowing for any ambigu-
ity in the reconstructed diameter and angle from the
few remaining sherds, the vessel is very much at the
top end of the diameter range of most of the conti-
nental examples, though approached by those from
Herculaneum and Reims. More diicult may be the
shallow angle and thin wall of the upper part, so the
overall internal height of the vessel may have been
no more than 7cm, slightly taller than the Pompeii or
Herculaneum examples (5.5cm), but somewhat less
than Reims (11cm).

Nevertheless, and for illustrative purposes only,
Fig. 178 shows the Highgate clibanus lid paired
with the very similarly sized imported langed dish
from Eastcheap. he combination demonstrates the
overall appearance and scale that such vessels may
have had if they were originally used as part of a
pair, as at Hoheim, Herculaneum and Ambrussum.

Fig. 178. he Highgate clibanus and the Eastcheap
langed dish

3Identiication based on published description. Material not
made available for further study in 2016. See Tyers (2016b).

he form is clearly not a regular part of the Highgate
poters’ repertoire as there seems to be only this
single example from the site. It is not obviously
related, typologically, to any of the principal vessel
forms produced during this phase of activity, nor
is it an obvious adaptation of any of their common
forms. It may even have been produced when the
poter was presented with the broken fragments
of an imported clibanus — which, as the Eastcheap
vessel demonstrates, are likely to have been present
in late 1st century London — or even in response to
a verbal description, without having seen an original
vessel.

It is worth pointing out, perhaps, that among the
products of phase 2 at Highgate, to which these
sherds belong, there are other loose ‘imitations’ or
‘derivatives’ of imported types. his includes a series
of plates with traces of red-slipped surfaces, which
derive from contemporary sigillata forms such as
Drag. 15/17 or 18, and several sherds from shallow
dishes with an internal red slip, similar in form
and inish to Pompeian-Red ware platers. None
of these forms are common, but the idea of taking
imported prototypes, and even imported specialist
kitchen wares, as models was not entirely alien to
the Highgate poters.

Further speculation should be suspended until exam-
ples of this form are recovered from domestic con-
texts in London or elsewhere. It may then be possible
to determine from the sooting paterns orwearmarks
how such a vessel had been used, and thus whether
it can be classiied as a clibanus.
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Fig. 179. he Highgate clibanus and comparative material [1:3]
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